
 
Adv. Acting & Directing Class #11 

LESSON PLAN  

Subject/Course: Adv. Acting & Directing 

Unit: Uta Hagen 

Lesson Title: Three Entrances & Immediacy 

Level: Juniors/Seniors 
 
Lesson Objectives—Know/Understand/Do 

K: immediacy & emotional memory 

U: how important a purposeful entrance is 

D: Ask yourself: What did you just do? (do this offstage); What are you doing now? (do this while 
entering stage); What’s the first thing you want to do? (this question enhances entrances with 
purpose).  

 
Summary of Tasks/Actions Time  

Preview: 
Assuming that appropriate arrangements have been made, ask a student (preferably a            
TA) to “run an errand” for you (e.g. turn in a paper at the front office, drop off supplies                   
to Ms. So-and-so, etc.). While the student is gone, tell your class to observe “how” the                
student “enters” the classroom when he returns. Advise them to be inconspicuous in             
their observations as to not make the errand-runner feel awkward. After the student             
returns, discuss what the class observed. (Focus the discussion to reveal possible            
answers to “What he just did? What he is doing now? and What is the first thing he                  
wants?) 

5 min 

Review Concepts 
1. Three Entrances: What did you just do? (do this offstage); What are you 

doing now? (do this while entering stage); What’s the first thing you want to 
do? (this question enhances entrances with purpose).  

2. Identity 
DEFINE IN JOURNAL 

15 min 

Working on a Scene 
Pair up and pass out an open scene/contentless scene to each pair. They should tape               
or glue into their journals. 
For today, perform this exercise as yourself.  
Decide on the following given circumstances: Where you are, Who you are, What the              
objective and obstacle of the scene is? 
 
Choose three circumstances for three different entrances. In your journal record the            
following: 
Entrance #1 

● What did you just do?  
● What are you doing now?  

15 min 



● What’s the first thing you want to do? 
Entrance #2 

● What did you just do?  
● What are you doing now?  
● What’s the first thing you want to do? 

Entrance #3 
● What did you just do?  
● What are you doing now?  
● What’s the first thing you want to do? 

Students will perform their open scene a total of 3 times with each actor making three 
different entrances in each version.  The focus of this exercise is on the ENTRANCE. 
Let the circumstances of the scene and the reactions to each other flow naturally with 
each version of the entrance.  Don’t worry about hammering out details, simply go with 
the flow of the entering actor.  It’s completely okay if the scene doesn’t quite make 
sense after the entrance. 

Discussion 
How did the entrances change the nature of the scene: characters, relationships,            
environment, motivation, stakes, etc.? 
 
How could you use this exercise in rehearsals to play with character and interplay              
between actors? 

10 min 
 

Adding in Immediacy 
Now I want you to focus on one objective within the scene given. Perhaps you want                
something from the other actor or you need to finish a task.  
In your journal brainstorm a list of 2-3 objectives you think could work within the               
dialogue. 
 
Now add a list of 2-3 activities (actions that are specific to a location). Share your list                 
with your partner.  One of you will provide the activity for the other’s objective.  
 
Play the scene 4-6 times to try all your combinations of scene. You only have as long                 
as the dialogue lasts to achieve your objective. Incorporate an entrance into each             
version of the scene. 

20 min  

Closure: 
How did the immediacy of needing to achieve your objective change the scene? How              
do entrances and immediacy feed into each other? 

5-10 min 

 
Materials/Equipment  

Open Scene Scripts Rehearsal Furniture 
 
Assessment Take Home Tasks 

Discussion Read pg. 52-64; 112-118; and 129-133 in Respect 
for Acting 

 
References  



Respect for Acting, Uta Hagen  
 

Vocabulary Definition 

Identity The actor has endless sources within hiself to put to use in the illumination of 
endless characters...he is compounded of endless human beings depending on 
the events moving in on him, his surrounding circumstances, relationships with 
a variety of people, what he wants and what’s in his way at a given moment:  all 
within the context of his unique identity. 

Activity Stage business/physical actions that connect the actor to the physical 
environment of a scene. It may reinforce the action/objective or not. 

Moment Before What did I just do?  What am I doing right now?  What’s the first thing I want? 
 
 
 
 


